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About This Content

Survive the hazards of an apocalyptic future-Earth, unravel the demented plots of your team’s administrative assistant, and just
keep things copacetic, man!

Mini-Pack 2 includes three new decks to expand your gameplay options:

Hero: The Scholar

Villain: Miss Information

Environment: The Final Wasteland

Tip: Save money and get Season Pass 1, which includes this pack and many other expansions.
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good vertical shooter, but... conquered in 1 hour? hahahaha would be better if i could use the mouse and or customizable keys.
got it for 50 cents. can recommend for that price.. this goes WAY beyond the term junk title. A neat little indie puzzle game
that is kind of a combination of Portal and Uplink.. if you're looking for a "real horror game", then this game is not for you..
but I liked it.. I really did
the atomosphere is perfect, few jumpscares, most of them were "cheap"
when I first launched the game, I was about to try it and see how it look like
an hour later, I found myself beaten the first 2 endings! and was wondering all day about the other 2!
and then finally, couldn't wait to be free to finish it in one set!

but like I said, if you're looking for a "real horror game", then it's not for you

I recomend it because I like this kind of games. Aesthetically it's a combination of INSIDE and Kentucky Route Zero, both of
which I love, although the story is more personal and direct than either of them. Gameplay is also similar to KRZ, but scaled
way down (fewer locations, things to interact with, dialogue options), which is fine for a $2 game.
Warning for themes of abuse, depression, and suicide.. This bundle of six hidden object games is well worth the asking price.

The games vary in quality but each has an interesting plot and some unique elements that make them really good plays. It
seemed to me to be a well chosen selection of different plots and mechanics. In terms of length, each game is pretty standard for
the genre (running at an average of about 3 hours each). None of the six have any really egregious or annoying aspects to deal
with and are pretty entertaining.

So far, I've played five of the six games without any issues in terms of errors, bugs, or inability to load (a problem that was
prevalent for some people in the similar 5-in-1 bundle). So if you have any concerns about loading and playing these, I don't
think you have anything to worry about.

So without digging deeply into each individual game, at an average of $2 per game at full bundle price, I would highly
recommend this to any fan of the HO genre. It is 100% worth the full price for the number and length of the games.

EDIT: The original review was made after playing five of the six games, so naturally the sixth one had to give me some trouble.
The game doesn't agree with high-res, but if you lock the game to a lower resolution there's no trouble. This last one (Mexicana)
also happens to be my least favorite of the games for some reason, but it's not terrible even though the plot gets a little far out
and the HO scenes aren't as crisp as the others.. game feels 100% faithful to myth
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Warning! Does not include the track that made me wish for an official soundtrack: the music from the intro when Death arrives
at the veil, also heard during the battle against the Guardian.. I had never played the original so went into this not knowing
anything. An atmospheric and competent RPG Maker game. The creep factor starts right away with what you do to the teddy
bear. The first jump scare death initially made me angry (no way to avoid it the first time), but I realized it doesn't really set you
back and is part of what makes the game. Only qualm is that is it very short. VERY short.. Not a bad indie game, good graphics
but a very short game (5 hours) to complete 100%. but still a fun game for only $2.50 (Even though a friend gifted it to me) ;).
it's ok as your second weapon. you release this in the air and it will keep shooting homing shots that zone in on targets. it's not
bad for covering fire but after every use it has a really long recharge, at lest twice as long as it lasts. if the recharge was as long
as or nearly as long as its use time i would say go for it but i feel like the down time is to long. with all the weapons you get in
game you really don't need this unless you have to have every little thing for the game.. Obviously just thrown together with the
games engine they happened to be using and all the sound bites of previous games. I will always love the original Worms game
(the very first one) but this I will not be returning to.. This is a (just about )multi path branching choice based VN. The story is
the fairly generic 'boy' moves to new area and goes to school and through some choices gets 'girls' out of his normal target range.
+
reasonable art
good sound
gothic lollies
-
Generic bland story
no sense of connection with the characters
Plot lines not utilised

DS is a slice of life VN set on an island where no one is unhappy; the MC moves there after advice from his cousin and starts
school, the problem is that its an incredibly dull slice. Nothing really happens and there is no real hook to get you invested in the
characters nor the story. It lacks that little bit magic (no pun intended) that the DC series had.
Parts of the story line are underutilised (e.g. the happy numbers) and others are just ropey (the MC suddenly remembering he
lost his glasses after weeks of not using them) and everything plods mundanely through to the end leaving you wondering why
anyone bothered writing it in the first place (maybe the producers needed a new porch extension or their drive repaved or
something). Everything that happens is generic and predictable and even the 18+ patch fails to bring any real interest.
If the game could be equated to a colour it would be dysentery beige
If you want a dull plodding slice of life VN then go for it but I would suggest going for any of the DC stories instead
. Sorry guys the music on the levels for this game is TERRIBLE!

If you improved the music then I could give it a 8/10 but for now maybe 5.5/10 MAX.. it says happy room.exe has stopped
working when i start fix this
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